The Sheffield University Management School Dean’s List is a prestigious new award celebrating students’ academic achievement as well as their extraordinary contribution to improving the world around them.

sheffield.ac.uk/management/deanslist
#SUMSinspire
The first round of Dean’s List winners will be a unique cohort. This annual award carries significant prestige and credibility in which you will become a part of an exclusive alumni community.

The award will be a valuable asset for your CV, showcasing to employers your exceptional personal and professional attributes. Winners will receive a personal reference from The Dean, an engraved trophy and special access to the Management School’s Advisory Board Networks consisting of CEO’s and Directors from across the Business sector.

There will also be a permanent acknowledgment of all Dean’s List winners, past and present, within the School building.

If you’re expecting a high 2:1, and have made a strong impact on your own or someone else’s employability, and had an impact around sustainability or social responsibility, then you could apply to be on the inaugural Dean’s List.

The award is open to all third year undergraduates who will graduate in 2018.

You will be invited to submit a detailed and reflective application fulfilling the criteria outlined on the website. You will also need to provide supporting evidence, substantiated by a third party reference (e.g. from an employer or an academic), in the application process.

Full criteria and how to apply can be found online: sheffield.ac.uk/management/deanslist

For any queries about the application process or criteria please contact:

External Relations Department,
Sheffield University Management School

T: 0114 222 3402
deanslist@sheffield.ac.uk
sheffield.ac.uk/management/deanslist
#SUMSinspire